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and by distributing the load of arranging this upon the content
server, the network and the clients the thing that gives it an
advantage over other CDN solutions.

And in case of popular video streaming, many technolo-
gies are used like IP multicasting [15] and P2P multicasting
[16] to provide live video service. But also those technologies
suffers from some limitations related to management, and the
overheads due to extra communication and maintenance of
the P2P multicast. Where content anycasting can reduce the
over heads of constructing the P2P multicast tree also by
distributing this load among the content server, the network
and the clients.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
first explain about Content Anycasting redirection system
showing its components and its content requesting method
in section number 2. We then show how Content Anycasting
can be utilized to implement a popular large file distribution
system in section 3. And also in section 4 we show how
Content Anycasting can be used to make an enhanced P2P
video streaming system. Finally we conclude our work in
section 5.

II. THE CONTENT ANYCASTING REDIRECTION SYSTEM

A. Content Anycasting System overview

Content Anycasting system consists of content server that
provides contents, anycast manager, OpenFlow routers or
switches and user clients (see Figure 2).

Fig. 2. System overview.

1) Content Server: The content server is almost a regular
content server that provides contents like large files or videos,
where each content has a unique identifier. The content server
is responsible for sending redirection request in order to
manage redirections. This redirection request includes the
contents ids, the list of user clients that are currently getting
this content and the number of redirections for each one of
those user clients (See Figure 3).

Fig. 3. Redirection Request example.

2) Anycast Manager: The anycast manager is responsible
for creating redirections and managing those redirections.
The redirection system might require more than one anycast
manager for example one for each autonomous system,
which means one anycast manager for each network of inde-
pendent organization that implements BGP (Border Gateway
Protocol) (see Figure 4.).

The first function that the anycast manager provides is
managing redirection requests which means deciding which
is the best anycast manager to handle the redirection request
and forwarding the redirection request to it.

The second function it provides is creating the redirection
by sending instructions to the OpenFlow routers or switches
to redirect the content requests that are originally sent to
the content server to other user clients that are near to the
requesting client.

Fig. 4. An example of a redirection system with two autonomous systems
and tow anycast managers.

3) OpenFlow routers or switches: The role of the Open-
Flow routers or switches is to perform the redirections that
were created by the anycast manager. Where the redirections
are OpenFlow’s flow table entries, where each incoming
packet is checked if its destination IP address and its content
id matches the content server IP address and the content
id in one of the flow table entries. And if a match occurs
the OpenFlow router or switch uses one of the Openflow
functionalities to change the destination IP address in the
first packet of the content request from the IP address of the
content server to the IP address of the nearest client.

4) User Clients: User clients in our system have a mod-
ified behavior; that they will act as servers for the contents
they are currently getting from the content server.

B. Overview of Requesting Content Using Content Anycast-
ing

In order to make use of our system a special method for
getting the content is required. This new method is divided
into three phases; the first one is related to finding the
content id, while the second is related to sending the content
request, and the third one aims to establish the connection
and downloading the content.

1) Phase 1: Getting Content ID: On this phase the client
finds the desired content that has the content id as part of the
URL for that content, the client side software (web browser
for example) will store the content id in order to use it in
the second phase.

2) Phase 2: Content Request: This phase takes place after
the client gets the content id and before starting to download
the content. In this phase a 3 way handshake (see Figure 5)
using the content id is used before starting a TCP session
to get the content. And in order to enable this, a new Probe
protocol is introduced (see Figure 6).



According to the Probe protocol, the client initiates this
probe handshake by sending a START packet this packet
will be redirected by the OpenFlow switches or routers to the
nearest client that is currently getting the same content from
the content server. This is done by having the OpenFlow
router or switch changing the destination IP address to be
that of the current client instead of the content servers IP
address. And in response to this initiation the other client that
received the packet will respond with START/ACK packet.
Finally the new client will respond by acknowledging the
received acknowledgement (ACK/ACK).

3) Phase 3: Getting the Content: At this time the new
client realizes that it has been redirected to another client
and initiates a TCP session using the IP address of the other
client it received in the second phase directly without relying
on the redirection system. Figure 9 shows the Probe’s 3 way
handshake and the TCP session in case of a match (see Figure
5).

Fig. 5. Content request in case of redirection.

Fig. 6. The Probe header (modified UDP), where the highlighting shows
the modified fields.

III. POPULAR LARGE FILE DISTRIBUTION

In this section we will show how content anycasting can
be used to increase the number of clients getting the popular
large file. This is done through having the content server
sending redirection request that has the IP address of any
client that is downloading the popular file form the content
server.

A. Example of using Content Anycasting in Popular Large
File Distribution System

First, Figure 7 show the content server, anycast manager,
client A which is currently downloading the desired content,

Fig. 7. System initiation.

client B which is a new client that is intersected in down-
loading the same content and an OpenFlow router shown as
the circle in the figure.

In step number 1 the content server sends a redirection
request to the anycast manager. In step number 2 the anycast
manager analyzes the request and prepares the required
redirections and sends them to the OpenFlow router. And
in step 3 the OpenFlow router saves the redirection, which
is an OpenFlow table entry to its flow table.

Fig. 8. Content requesting.

Next, Figure 8 shows phase 2 of the content request.

In Figure 8 step 1 client B sends the Probe protocol’s
START handshake that contains the content id. In step 2 the
OpenFlow router redirects the packet sent by client B to go
to client A instead of the content server after matching it
to the redirection it received from the anycast manager by
changing the destination IP to be that of client A and sending
it on the right port to be delivered to client A. But in case
of not finding a matching redirection the router will process
the packet in the conventional way by sending the packet to
the content server. Then in step 3 client A will acknowledge
the START of step 1. And finally, client B will confirm that
it received the acknowledgement.

Finally, Figure 9 shows the third phase of requesting the
content; where client B and client A completes the handshake
of the Probe protocol. Then client A will start sending the
content to client B directly without using the redirection on
the router using a direct TCP session.



Fig. 9. Getting the content.

B. Evaluation of using Content Anycasting in Popular Large
File Distribution System

And in order to judge the effectiveness and advantages
of using Content Anycasting in building popular large file
distribution system, we designed and implemented a sim-
ple simulator as a preliminary method of evaluation. This
simulator was built using Java programming language. It
is designed to compare the content server load in case of
using Anycasting as a method of constructing the Large
file distribution system with the case of using Content
Anycasting for that purpose. In more detail this simulator
runs using a topology of 5 areas resembling 5 autonomous
systems.

Then running simulation using anycasting where one
replica content server is located in each one of the areas.
This resulted in 20% of the load being distributed on the 5
replica servers (see figure 10).

Fig. 10. The content server load in case of using current anycast, and
content any casting with 4 cases; where each client is capable of serving
1,2,3,4 other clients.

And then we used the same topology to build a file
distribution system using content anycasting with only one
content server. Different cases were studied, where each
client is capable of serving 1or 2 or 3 or 4 other clients
(see figure 10).

This resulted in having the content server load being 50%,
33%, 25% and 20% respectively for the previous mentioned
cases (each client is capable of serving 1, 2, 3, 4 other
clients).

This shows that using content anycasting is capable of
achieving the same load on one server rather than 5 in case
of anycasting if the all of the clients where capable of serving
4 other clients.

IV. ENHANCED P2P VIDEO STREAMING

In this section we will show how content anycasting can be
used to enhance the P2P Video streaming by decreasing the
joining delay of new clients. This is done on the assumptions
that clients have a stable internet connection with a high
bandwidth (for example as a requirement by the IPTV
provider) and also that they are less likely to leave a video
stream after joining it (specially in case of popular sport
events).

This is done by having the clients reporting that they have
joined the video streaming to the server, so that the server
will know about all of the client that are currently joining the
video streaming even the clients that have joined after their
probe was redirected and are getting the stream through other
clients. And thus the server can use those clients in order to
make them server others after checking the desired depth
of the multicast tree and sending the appropriate ones in
a redirection request to the anycast manager. This will be
illustrated in the following example.

This has the advantage of bringing the multicast tree
construction one step ahead. For example when a new client
wants to join the video stream it does not have to contact
the server to find which client to get the connection from,
instead the client request will be directly connected to the
client that he will be connecting to. And after the clients joins
the multicast tree this way he will inform the server of this.
This means that the new client will first join the multicast and
then contacts the server. While in case of other P2P video
streaming, the new client have to contact the server before
joining the multicast tree.

A. Example of using Content Anycasting to make an en-
hanced P2P video streaming

First, Figure 11 show the content server, anycast manager,
client A which is currently downloading the desired content,
client B which is a new client that is intersected in down-
loading the same content and an OpenFlow router shown as
the circle in the figure.

Fig. 11. System initiation.

In step number 1 the content server sends a redirection
request to the anycast manager. In step number 2 the anycast
manager analyzes the request and prepares the required
redirections and sends them to the OpenFlow router. And
in step 3 the OpenFlow router saves the redirection, which
is an OpenFlow table entry to its flow table.

Next, Figure 12 shows phase 2 of the content request.
In Figure 12 step 1 client B sends the Probe protocol’s
START handshake that contains the content id. In step 2



Fig. 12. Content requesting.

the OpenFlow router redirects the packet sent by client B to
go to client A instead of the content server after matching
it to the redirection it received from the anycast manager by
changing the destination IP to be that of client A and sending
it on the right port to be delivered to client A. But in case
of not finding a matching redirection the router will process
the packet in the conventional way by sending the packet to
the content server. Then in step 3 client A will acknowledge
the START of step 1. And finally, client B will confirm that
it received the acknowledgement.

Fig. 13. Getting the content.

Finally, Figure 13 shows the third phase of requesting the
content; where client B and client A completes the handshake
of the Probe protocol. Then client B will send to report to
the server that it will join the video stream through client A
as shown in step 1. And then client B will start receiving the
content from client A directly without using the redirection
on the router using a direct TCP session in step 2.

B. Evaluation of using Content Anycasting to make an
enhanced P2P video streaming

In order to judge the effectiveness and advantages of
using Content Anycasting in making an enhanced P2P video
streaming system, we designing and implemented a simple
simulator as a preliminary method of evaluation. This simula-
tor was built using Java programming language. It is designed
to compare the content server load, and the overhead of
joining the multicast tree in case of using Anycasting as a
method of constructing the enhanced P2P video streaming
system with the case of using Content Anycasting for that

purpose. In more detail this simulator runs using a topology
of 5 areas resembling 5 autonomous systems.

Which we will use to compare the overhead of joining the
multicast tree for the regular P2P video streaming with that of
the enhanced P2P video streaming using content anycasting.
And also we will use it to compare the server load in case
of flash crowd (large number of clients’ requests content in
a short period of time).

Fig. 14. The average distance in hops that the client request have to travel
prior to get the content in case of using central management P2P, and content
any casting with 4 cases; where each client is capable of serving 1,2,3,4
other clients.

In order to assess the overhead of joining the multicast
tree we counted the average total number of hops that the
clients’ request and their reply packets had to travel across
the network before the client is able to get the content. Figure
14 shows the results that we obtained by comparing the case
of regular methods of constructing a P2P network (using a
central management entity for the P2P network) with the case
of using content casting (again with four cases where each
client serves 1, 2, 3, and 4 other clients). This figure shows
that the average hop count needed before getting content
according to the topology we used was about 15 hops in
case of the regular method of constructing the P2P network,
while the average was around 5 hops in case of using Content
Anycasting. Which means; that using content anycasting to
construct a P2P network would improve the overhead of
joining the P2P network or the P2P multicast tree.

Fig. 15. Connections created by clients and connections served by the
server in each cycle of the simulation in case of regular P2P with central
management.



Fig. 16. Connections created by clients and connections served by the
server in each cycle of the simulation in case of content anycasting.

And in order to assess the server load in case of flash
crowd, we set our simulator to periodically bust a large num-
ber of connections and then used it to count the number of
connections that reached the server (or the P2P management
entity) at each simulation cycle. Next we ran this simulation
two times; first, using the regular method of constructing P2P
network (see figure 15), second using content anycasting to
construct the P2P network (see figure 16).

Those figures show that in case of using the regular meth-
ods to construct P2P network; all of the requests sent by the
clients have to reach the server (or the central management
entity) to be processed and replied back to the clients. This
is due to the way they operate; in which the client have to
consult the server or the management entity so that thy reply
with the information needed to contact other peers. While in
case of using content anycasting the server does not have to
process all of the requests because the new clients requests
will be redirected by the network towards the other peers, and
so there is no need to consult the server (or the management
entity) prior to getting the content,

V. CONCLUSION

Providing new opportunities to the future internet is very
important. This requires the creation and adoption of new
technologies. In this paper we described two applications
that will take benefit of the content anycasting, which aims
make use of the content anycasting flexible and dynamic
redirection of contents, to improve the availability of popular
large files, to increase the number of clients downloading
them, and to reduce the delays imposed by P2P multicasting
in case of the enhanced P2P video streaming. Through this
paper we showed how to provide an enhanced popular large
file distribution and an enhanced P2P video streaming that
makes use of content anycasting which relies on both the
destination address and the content id to take the redirec-
tion decision. Our preliminary simulation shows that using
content anycasting with only a single content server; load
can be reduced to 50%, 33%, 25% and 20% respectively
for the previous mentioned cases (each client is capable of
serving 1, 2, 3, 4 other clients) compared to 20% load for the
case of having 5 replica content servers in case of anycast.
More over content anycasting showed that it is capable of
reducing the average hop count needed prior getting the

content, because it makes use of the network to redirect
packets and so helps to redirect requests to a peer within the
same network rather than randomly choosing peers regardless
of their location. Also, content anycasting showed it can be
used to take the process of querying about peers one step
ahead by pre installing redirections on the network rather
than having the server to reply to all of the queries. And
thus it improves the availability of the server.
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